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BUSINESS BRAND GUIDELINES
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Variety is a corner stone of Fremantle’s story. A primary function 
of the logo is to reflect this variety and add personality and 
uniqueness to it’s voice. The logo must be flexible, eclectic 
and have the ability to transform and be vibrant as required. 
Hand drawn logotype gives an authentic feel, indicative of 

Fremantle’s intriguing character and unique personality. The 
weathered elements of the logo represent the many layers 
and depth of Fremantle; it’s not flat and boring, it’s diverse and 
entertaining. These combine to articulate the many possibilities 
that Fremantle holds.

Landscape
Great for large scale and grabbing 
attention. Used for landscape sized 
documents and collateral.

Landscape-URL
To be used on co-branded collateral.

Logo

Square
This format works well across most 
applications. 

ECLECTIC 
& QUIRKY

CULTURAL VIBRANT
& ALIVE

WELCOMING
& LAID BACK

Fremantle’s brand pillars

The Fremantle. Be part of the story logo suite is available for 
Fremantle businesses and event organisers to use on promotional 
material, websites, social media, shop windows and signage. 

Simply register and login to fremantlestory.com.au to access 
the logo suite and style guide. If you require other formats email 
info@fremantlestory.com.au or phone 9432 9947. 

We just ask that you send through a copy of the final artwork for 
our information.

If you have any questions about Fremantle. Be part of the story 
logo suite or the place marketing program contact our Place 
Marketing Coordinator on 9432 9947.

Be part of the story

The Fremantle. Be part of the story logos are available in EPS, JPEG and PNG formats.
• EPS – Designers files for use in high resolution documents. Use these when sending to screen printers and designers etc. (you may not 

be able to view these in most programs). 

• JPEG/PNG – Medium resolution files suitable for placement in smaller documents and on screen viewing. PNG may be saved 
with a transparent background meaning it is easily placed onto other backgrounds, unlike JPEG files which are flat.
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The exclusion zone
This calculation is to be used across all logo variations.

The exclusion zone is an invisible area around the logo 
that should never overlap with other elements, text, 
images, logos or page borders. 

As shown in the following diagrams, the best way to 
measure the size of the exclusion zone is with the logo’s 
own elements. 
 
By following these guidelines the logo will always be 
legible and appear visually aesthetic.

To maintain legibility of the logo text, it is extremely 
important to set a limit to how small the logo can be used. 
This minimum size primarily applies to documents, flyers, 
reports, announcements, collateral and presentations 
where the size of the logo can be controlled. 

Where to measure from
Top: measure the exclusion zone using the x value from 
the top edge on the right side of the logo box.

Right: measure the exclusion zone using the x value from 
the right edge on the top of the logo box.

Bottom: measure the exclusion zone using the x value 
from the bottom edge on the left side of the logo box.

Left: measure the exclusion zone using the x value from 
the left edge on the bottom of the logo box. 

X

X

X

Exclusion zone Minimum logo size

Minimum size for print
The recommended minimum size for print publications and 
collateral is 30mm wide with varying heights based on the 
chosen logo format.

Minimum size for web
The recommended minimum sizes for web are as follows:

Landscape-URL:  
170px by 110px 

Square:  
170px by 170px

Landscape:  
170px by 110px

32mm (Print)
170px (Web)

32mm (Print)
170px (Web)

32mm (Print)
170px (Web)

21mm (Print)
110px (Web)

32mm (Print)
170px (Web)

22mm (Print)
116px (Web)
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You can:

Do not:

1. Use the logo set on a plain white 
background.

2. Use the logo in any of the brand colours 
on a solid white background.

3. Use the logo as black on any of the 
solid brand colours.

1. Alter the proportions 2. Add elements to the logo. 3. Place elements within the  
exclusion zone.

4. Use the logo as black on a light image. 
Great care should be taken to ensure 
legibility.

5. Use the logo in white or black set on an 
image with a brand colour overlay.

6. Use the logo as white on any of the 
solid brand colours.

4. Rotate the logo or place it on angles 
other than 90˚.

5. Place logo over images that impede on 
the logo’s legibility.

6. Use a coloured logo on any of the brand 
colours. That is; do not mix a coloured 
logo with a coloured background.

The following examples demonstrate appropriate ways of using 
the logo without effecting brand recognition or legibility of the logo. 

By following these examples Fremantle will optimise the impact 
of the logo.

There are many common mistakes with logo usage that 
should be avoided in order to maintain a consistent brand. The 

following examples are some mistakes that at no point should 
be executed in any piece of collateral, marketing or advertising.

Logo usage

Logo misuse

Text element
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Story blue
PANTONE  2995 C
CMYK 87 1 0 0
RGB    0 169 224
HEX  209ACD

arts & culture

Story green
PANTONE 375 C
CMYK  47 0 94 0
RGB   146 212 0
HEX  6EA327

SEE & DO

Story orange
PANTONE 144 C
CMYK 0 52 100 0
RGB  233 131 0
HEX  D87808

EAT & DRINK

Story red
PANTONE   185 C
CMYK  0 92 76 0
RGB   224 0 52
HEX  E1002B

shopping

Story purple
PANTONE  2602 C
CMYK  68 100 0 0
RGB 124 16 154
HEX 662D91

festivals & events

The five primary brand colours indicate the core categories of 
experiences available in Fremantle: Arts & Culture, See & Do, 
Eat & Drink, Shopping, and Festivals & Events. 

The brand colours should be used in accordance with these 
core categories where ever possible.  

Brand colours

Email marketing@fremantle.wa.gov.au with your requirements and our place marketing team will 
send out the correct logo format. We just ask that you send through a copy of the final artwork 
for our records.
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City of Fremantle 
Economic Development and Marketing

T 08 9432 9947
E info@fremantlestory.com.au
W fremantlestory.com.au

Contacts


